The Severe Local Storms Conference is the premiere conference focused on the research, dissemination, and advancement of knowledge of severe storms and their hazards. We look forward to welcoming our community back together in person again in October of 2022! There are several opportunities for organizations to support the conference and be recognized this fall in Santa Fe.

Sponsorship Opportunities

**General Sponsorship $1500**
- Logo placement on signage at SLS
- Logo placement on PPT slides between session and on AMS website
- Chair to recognize sponsors during opening remarks
- Social media recognition before, during, and after SLS

**Principal Sponsors $2500**
- Logo placement on signage at SLS
- Logo placement on PPT slides between sessions and AMS website
- Chair to recognize sponsor during opening remarks
- Prominent recognition on the virtual SLS conference platform
- Social media recognition before, during, and after SLS
- 50% registration discount for one attendee

**SLS Student Luncheon - $1500 Corporate, $500 Colleges/Universities**
Be recognized and get to know the upcoming generation of scientists this fall by providing lunch to these motivated attendees. Don’t miss out on supporting these hungry minds in Santa Fe! **Sponsors will be recognized at the event and receive listed general benefits.**

**Icebreaker Reception - $5000**
This is a great opportunity for networking, making new connections, and reaffirming old ones. Help launch the week and be recognized by all the attendees at SLS at the week’s premier social event! **Sponsors will receive recognition at the event and principal benefits with an upgrade to a full comp registration!**

Questions?
Contact Adam Kelly, Corporate Relations Manager
akelly@ametsoc.org, 617-226-3904